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Introduction
This was the fourth year in which the candidates have been examined for the new AS
Units and the third year for the A2 Units. 6UR02 carries a total of 70 marks and includes
Listening, Reading and Writing Sections.

Question 2
The paper set for this unit has three sections.
Section A Listening
There were four questions in this section. The first two questions required non-verbal
responses. Question 1 was a dialogue between two people about jobs and employment and
posed no problems. Question two described the traffic problems in Karachi and candidates
were asked to put a cross against the four correct statements from the given eight .The
majority of the candidates managed to get at least three marks. A few ticked option G
which was about "number of cyclists is increasing in number" and was not mentioned in the
listening passage. It is the responsibility of the teachers to give practice to their candidates
for such listening tasks as for the first two questions it is important to listen for the relevant
key words.

Question 3
Question 3 was a passage about the carpet and boutique industry in Pakistan. For this
question candidates were required to do a gap fill exercise by selecting the appropriate
English letter corresponding to the selected word (from a given list of 8 Urdu words).The
instructions were very clear, however some candidates either inserted the Urdu word or
put both the words as well as the English letter. In a few cases overwriting and crossing
out was such that it was impossible to read the actual entry. Centres are encouraged to go
through past papers familarise candidates with the layout of the paper in order to avoid
such mistakes. Also this question requires understanding of Urdu grammar structure and
this practice is the key to success. However it was pleasing to note that some centres
have clearly prepared candidates well for such tasks which were reflected in their excellent
performance.
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Question 4
(Listening Section A)
This question was an interview of a TV representative from Pakistan and candidates were
asked to listen and then answer the given questions in Urdu. The assessment criteria states
that candidate should be able to retrieve and convey information given in the recording by
responding to a range of Urdu-language questions.
For the whole listening Section candidates are supposed to listen to the recording make
notes, and replay as required within the specified time. For Question 4 this is more critical
as it is a long interview and listening and selecting the key sentences is essential. If 2
people are talking about the nature of their jobs and the question is targeted on one of
them the response has to be restricted for that person only.
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Examiner Comments

Although this candidate has managed to answer correctly 6 items from this question they
have failed to understand sections(a) and (e). It is imperative to read the question a few
times and then respond to it.

Examiner Tip

Question 4a was about Maryam's job in Pakistan. Maryam has just come from Pakistan.
Question 4e was asking about the difference in true and fabricated news in newspapers. A
very effective way to answer such questions is to replay and listen to the specific part of the
interview and make notes before writing down the answer.
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The assessment criteria for question 4 states that candidates should be able to listen and
extract the specific information for the part of the question being asked. Being a listening
testing skill, the candidates are not penalised for lifting or for poor quality of Urdu language.
However, they should either respond in a short relevant sentence or give key words and not
copy out part of the spoken sentences. So candidates who had good practice and understanding of the required criteria scored either full or good marks.
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Examiner Comments

Bearing in mind that the candidate's Urdu vocabulary is limited, this is a good answer. The
candidate has given short answers using his own words and refrained from writing surplus
language.

Examiner Tip

This candidate has lost 1 mark in 4d where he uses word "(kholey"/openly) and
( "ziada"/excessive) together and loses the meaning. The best way to avoid this
is to concentrate on relevant key words especially if it is a 2 mark question.
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Question 6
Section B Reading
There were three questions in this section. Question 5 was asking the opinion of different
people about lifestyle and required a non-verbal response. The majority of candidates
scored highly in this question.
Question 6 was a passage about flu and minor ailments and candidates were required to
read the passage and answer the questions in English relating their answers exclusively to
the passage and convey all the relevant information required. Very few candidates scored
full marks .Others lost 1 or 2 marks by either not understanding what is being asked or
not having enough English vocabulary to transfer the relevant answer in English. The most
common mistake was in 6(a) and quite a few candidates wrote "flu or major illnesses" when
the correct answer was "minor illnesses". Similarly for 6(e) the correct answer was a "hot/
soak or bath with lemon juice”. Some candidates wrote "shower and a drink of lemon juice".
Again, this question requires reading and scanning for specific information and practice.
Using past papers would help a great deal.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very good answer as the candidate has managed to write short specific responses to
what is being asked in 4 items. Considering that the candidate’s English grammar is not that
perfect all the relevant points are there.

Examiner Tip

To acquire 5 full marks the candidate in 6(e) could have been more careful in understanding
and selecting the key vocabulary and not just translate the last two lines.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has not given full sentences but merely the key words and had scored full
marks. This is a good example of using the relevant vocabulary with minimum language.

Examiner Tip

To gain high marks candidates must practice how to read a passage in one language (Urdu)
and transfer of meaning in another language (English) for the questions asked.
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Question 7
Section B Reading
Question 7 was a narrated passage about providing help for flood victims in Pakistan and
candidates were required to answer the target language questions in their own words in
Urdu.
It was pleasing to note that quite a large number of centres had prepared their students
for this task and there were some very good responses. However, as was seen last year
a substantial number of candidates did not follow the rubric and failed to rephrase their
responses and in some cases total lifting of a whole paragraph was carried out. Candidates
in such cases self-penalised themselves and therefore lost valuable marks.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good example of responses where the language has
been manipulated. Although the candidate's Urdu grammar is
not perfect the responses clearly indicate that the candidate
has understood the passage and answered in his own words.
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Examiner Tip

To improve Urdu grammar and vocabulary
the candidate needs to practice target
language questions and answers, focusing
on manipulation of the given passages.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has lost half of the total
marks because of total lifting from the
given passage. Apart from 7b where
the question was misunderstood, for
7d, e, g and h all responses are correct
but full sentences are reproduced from
the given passage.

Examiner Tip

Candidates must always read the
instructions properly and if the question
demands using your own words then
they should practice and learn the
technique of how to rephrase a sentence
without losing the actual meaning of the
sentence.
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Question 8
Section C Writing
Candidates are required to write 200-220 words in the form of an article in Urdu based on a
short Urdu language stimulus. This question carries 30 of the total 70 marks.
The assessment criteria for question 8 establishes the content and response and quality of
language and both carry 15 marks each. In order to gain high marks for this writing task
both the content and the quality of language should be in the upper band.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has understood the task and developed the essay well covering all points. The
language is of a high level accuracy.

Examiner Tip

Always follow the instructions and cover the given bullet points as much as possible. Avoid
writing surplus language and focus on the four bullet points.
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As above in question 8
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Examiner Comments

The candidate has not fully covered all the given bullet points. For example there is no mention of
the advantages of recycling or his opinion about cleanliness in his own area. There is just about
satisfactory communication and the level of accuracy is not that good.

Examiner Tip

To avoid losing marks in the content criteria, a good way of writing an essay is to introduce the
benefits of recycling and move on to discuss the role of the people and the government in keeping
the country clean and tidy. Give your opinion about the area you live in and what can be done to
keep it clean
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Paper Summary
The performance of the candidates was similar to last year’s performance. It is imperative
that teachers work closely with their candidates and use the past three years exam papers
for practice.
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates should:
Check on the new specification guidelines, particularly for questions seven and eight
Work with their teachers on practicing exam questions which are available from the last
three years.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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